
WAYS TO ENGAGE
YOUR TEAM WHEN

WORKING FROM
HOME

Tips for engaging and motivating your team
in today's changing environment.

We're naturally big fans of hustles and while your team
are WFH it's key to stay connected regularly. Rather than
a traditional weekly meeting, we suggest short and
sharp daily online hustles - a check-in each morning to
see how everyone is, share needs and discuss priorities.

Daily Hustles

Flex Your Style
In times of uncertainty it's important you recognise the
need to potentially flex your management style. People
might need more direction now rather than an
empowering, hands-off approach so ask your team what
they need from you at this moment.

Walking (Virtual) Meetings
Step away from the laptop! If you can, take an online call
outside and go for a walk, encouraging your team to do
the same. A change in environment can spark new ideas
and thoughts, helping with productivity as well as
reaping the benefits of fresh air and exercise.

Create Coaching Circles
Dedicate time to solving a problem through coaching
circles. Discuss one challenge someone is facing and
encourage everyone to ask questions to help move
things forward. Try to avoid giving suggestions straight
away to encourage creative thinking and ownership.

Review Goals and Priorities
Review priorities and goals regularly. Try to work in short
increments and iterate more often.   Can you can break
down work into smaller short-term goals? Revisit road-
maps and prepare for different scenarios (best case, likely
case, worst case). 
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Weekly Polls
Do weekly online polls to gauge your team’s mood /
morale like asking 'What are you finding most
challenging?' i.e. distractions, staying motivated, finding it
hard to unplug etc. Use these to engage with your team
and discuss ways to tackle the issues. 
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Use the extra time you've saved from a commute to
learn new skills - individually and collectively. This is
particularly good if someone on the team can share
their knowledge/skills. Make the most of free webinars
that more and more businesses are now offering.

Learn New Skills
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